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About
SHINSEGAE I&C.

History.

Shinsegae I&C is a global retail tech company that creates
new values in new areas with digital technology.
Using the best technologies, we build a retail environment
of change and innovation such as Cloud Infrastructure,
Artificial Intelligence, Smart Retail and Data Business.
As the country's No.1 retail tech company we deliver
differentiated experiences and values through digital
technologies. We are bringing innovations to the retail industry
in the era of 4th industrial Revolution and increasing our
competitiveness for the future. We will further change the lives
of people and present a new normal in our daily lives.

1997

2010

04 Incorporated as Shinsegae I&C

03	Launched “Messaging Service” for enterprise

2001

2013

07 Launched the distribution VAN business

02	Launched the SSG Cloud Service

	Launched the game distribution business

2002
10	Launched the Intelligent Building System(IBS)

2015
07	Launched the simple payment service “SSGPAY”
*2020.06 Business handed over to SSG.com

2004

2019

02 Launched the E-Learning business

03 Launched the public Cloud MSP business

06 Construction of Data Center(Guro)

05	Opening an R&D organization, “AI Lab”
09	Construction of New Data Center(Gimpo)

2006

09	Opening of “Self-Service Store,” the country’s
first automated payment store

05	Listed on KOSPI(a first for an IT service company)
09	Launched the integrated sales management

Revenues

Operating Profit

No. of Employees

Credit Rating

solution based on “goodMD”

2020
08	Obtained AWS retail competency, a first for an

2009
11	Launched the electronic tax invoice business
“eCtax”

*Rating Agency
NICE Investors Service

Asia-Pacific APN consulting partner

2021
01	Launched the retail tech brand “Spharos”
09	Opening of “Smart Store” with security certified
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2021 444 USD million

1,158

AA0

2020 441 USD million 2

28 USD million 2

928

AA0

2019 394 USD million

16 USD million

873

AA0

1

3

30 USD million

3

1. USD figures are based on the KRW-USD exchange rate of 1,185.50 as of Dec. 31, 2021.
2. USD figures are based on the KRW-USD exchange rate of 1,088.00 as of Dec. 31, 2020.
3. USD figures are based on the KRW-USD exchange rate of 1,157.80 as of Dec. 31, 2019.

by the Ministry of Science and ICT
12	Designation as an agency specializing in
pseudonymous data merging

Business Areas.
Based on our industry-leading competencies in IT such as Cloud, Artificial Intelligence,
Smart retail, and Data Business, we build a retail environment of change
and innovation through which we provide innovative experiences for customers
and help them succeed in their businesses.

Driving Digital
Transformation.

03

Digital Retail
Business

We create an environment that is more convenient and
safe by integrating key technologies like AI, Cloud,
IoT, and Big Data. “Smart Retail” improves store
operational efficiency and provides new experiences
to customers. And “Smart Home & Office” and “Smart
City” transform residential and office environments.
- Smart Retail
	Smart Store, Smart Shelf, Smart Vending Machine
- Smart Infrastructure
IoT, Intelligent Building System(IBS), Smart City
Electric Vehicle Charging Service
- AR / VR / Metaverse

CONTACT
sinc@shinsegae.com cloudpos@shinsegae.com

01

Cloud

We provide Cloud services for digital transformations.
We provide enterprise services(Cloud-based IT
infrastructure consulting, deployment, management,
etc.) as well as a range of cloud services that improve
business efficiency without the need to deploy
separate systems.
- Cloud Managed Service Provider(MSP)
- Private Cloud
- Cloud Point of Sale(POS)
- Cloud Membership

04

IT Service

We provide the best service in the industry based
on experience and know-how in IT services tailored
for the distribution sector. Our solutions include a
commerce platform(specializing in store and sales
management), system operation(no interruptions for
24/7) and information security(protecting the key
information assets of a company from internal/external

02

Artificial
Intelligence

security threats).
There are many ways we can help you make more
out of your business. Take advantage of RPA to

- System Operation

automate repetitive tasks and increase productivity.

- System Development / Integration

Leverage data analytics and demand forecasting to

- Information Security

optimize inventory. Implement voice-enabled chatbot,

- Smart Work

personalized product recommendation and in-store
behavior tracking as part of your customer service.

Cloud EDI, eCvan, eCtax, eCdocu
- Commerce Platform
SELLPICK, goodMD, Messgae SSG

- AI Demand Forecasting
- AI Personalized Recommendation
- AI Vision
- Robotic Process Automation(RPA)

05

IT Solution
Provider

We provide wireless & wired network services
along with a diverse line up of sever storages for small

Data Center.

businesses or enterprise data centers.

Using data center that not only boasts of the highest energy efficiency in South Korea

We also support customers with store management

but also has redundant infrastructure like electricity, we provide an environment where customer

solutions that could be adapted to different retail

companies can safely use their valuable information assets.

environments.
- Network / Server Equipment
Wireless / Wired Network
Network Equipment
Servers / Storages
Software
- Retail Equipment

Key Equipment

01

06

IT Device
Distribution

Uninterruptible power
supply structure

Key Services

01

Co-Location
Internet line control

Redundant water and electricity / generator

Based on robustly built distribution partnership

and backup

activation system in emergency situations

channels for games, digital, mobile devices, and

Data center services

know-how on operating the channels, we provide the
most optimal service and the best business results.
02
- Game console / titles
- Game IP licensing / publishing

Highest energy efficiency
level in South Korea

02

IT infra services
IT infra consulting projects
Integrated maintenance and repair

Zero cooling loss / Adoption of high-efficiency
advanced cooling technology

03

Cloud services
Private cloud deployment
Consulting and design
migration

07

Education
Service

We provide education services to various organization
throuth “SSG EDU”, an education platform that we
developed in-house.
We provide an all-in-one education solution
consisting of diagnostics, consulting, and curriculum
development as well as HRD BPD and “Blended
Learning,” which is online-offline hybrid education.
- SSG EDU

04

CDN services
Website structure improvement consulting
Site optimization-based CDN

Retail Tech Brand.

Spharos will light up
tomorrow’s retail.

A lighthouse helped sailors explore the vast, uncharted waters around the world.
In 280 B.C, the Pharos of Alexandria, the first lighthouse ever built,
turned the city into a center of commerce.
Today’s retail industry is not too different from the uncharted waters,
full of possibilities and unpredictability. There are too many solutions out there,
making it more challenging than ever to find the right solution for your business.
Let Spharos be your guide. It will guide your voyage to success.

Spharos will light up tomorrow’s retail.

Spharos is Shinsegae I&C's integrated
retail tech brand that encompasses
Cloud and AI-based digital
transformation technologies.
From AI technology for innovating the
retail experience to a SaaS-based
Cloud solution for improving cost
efficiencies and smart retail that offers
a vision for the future of distribution
stores, Spharos provides services for
realizing digital transformations.

Scan the QR Code
To visit
Spharos Website

Flexible & Optimized
Based on our
“Customer First” Phillosophy,
We provide
customer-oriented solutions
to meet the needs of the customers.

Efficient & Connected

Enabling & Innovative

Our solutions,
both efficient and affordable,
Pave the way
to tomorrow’s business.

Spharos can turn
What you envision into reality

Spharos
SMART STORE.

Cloud
POS SYSTEM.

Shinsegae I&C presents South Korea’s 1st cashier-less convenience store,

SMART STORE

Shinsegae I&C’s Cloud Point of Sale(POS) is a personalized system that

envisioning the future of retail with fully integrated retail technologies together

retailers can choose features they wish to have. It removes unnecessary costs

with AI, Computer Vision and Cloud POS.

and provides the most stable and secure POS system.

01

Just Pick and Go
(Cashierless-Store)
AI Vision
+ Voice Optimization

03

Action Recognition
Skeleton Analysis

Cloud POS SYSTEM

Works on existing
POS or any H/W

Personalized
POS system with
selected features

No separate
set up cost,
all ready to use

-	Accurate buyer detection using AI pose
recognition

-	Efficient shelf management using automated
UI / UX
customization

AI Vision POG system
-	Real-time store monitoring and operation
-	AI voice shopping assistant with Spharos

04

Speech to text(STT) / Text to Speech(TTS)

Inventory Management
Shelf monitoring

-	Customizable for various store environment

-	Automatic report for inventory status
-	Item level sales management

02

Customer Location
& Behavior Analysis
LiDAR sensor

05

CRM membership
feature and
mobile shopping
integration

Strong information
security and
back-up system

Security
-	Advanced theft protection and emergency
detection system compatible with existing
security service

-	Real-time customer detection with advanced
location-tracking technology
-	Compliance with consumer privacy protection

Available Cloud POS Services
Continuously adding POS and Payment services

policy using anonymized data
-	Business insight from location-tracking data

Method of payment
Credit Card
Debit Card
Mobile Payment
BC-QR

Reward program
Reward savings
Reward use
Customer’s info
Membership

Global service
TAX FREE
DCC
Coupons
Mobile Payment

Partner program
Bills and discount
Mobile gift card
Mobile receipt

Social Contribution.

Smart
VENDING MACHINE.
VENDING MACHINE

The smart vending machine from Shinsegae I&C combines

As an IT partner who builds a more considerate society,
we actively promote “social responsibility management” by companies.

a traditional vending machine with a Cloud POS kiosk and provides
a new purchasing experience to customers.

#Nurturing Hope
“IT Challenge”: experience a career in IT
We developed an educational program that allows
students to learn coding algorithms and explore

Change your typical
view towards traditional
vending machines
of the past!
-

careers in the IT industry without the need for
computers, and we are educating elementary and
middle school students across the country so that
anyone can choose to pursue the career path of an IT
expert after receiving our software education.

Advertising
Payment Method
Touchless
Promotion
Multi-module
O2O

#Envisioning Hope
“Hello New( ) World”
: a hackathon for high school students
“Hello New() World” is a social innovation project
that helps high school students who are interested in
becoming IT experts grow into creative human talents

Smart SHELF.

who can change society in positive ways beyond being

Smart Shelf, which combines technologies like AI Vision,

incubating businesses to teams with passion and

mere outstanding technologists. We provide advisory
and budgetary support for developing products and

Deep Learning, and weight sensors, is a retail solution with which

brilliant ideas so that new ideas can see the light of day.

customers can operate a small retail store or Self-service store.
(Totally Self-Store or employee during the day, Self-service at night)

#Sharing Hope
Mini Contest for social enterprises
We support social enterprises that are pursuing social
objectives with IT technologies with growth funds,
consulting, and networking opportunities so that they
could achieve sustainable growth.

Increased consumer
convenience

Increased work
efficiency

Price competitiveness

